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BACKGROUND
Distance education in some format has a long history with many articles addressing its various
aspectsand its impacts upon the learning process.Comparisons between traditional and distance
learning or extension coursesdate as far back as 19281,continue through the literature2and
indicate little or no difference in course outcomes, attitudes3,or retention of material4. In the
earliest studies, distance education refers to mailed correspondencecourses5.Later reports
addressresults from radio-based learning6,film, television 7interactive television8, computerbased9and eventually online or Internet-basedclasseslo.Within these media, interactive 1I, noninteractive, synchronous and asynchronousl2are compared as well as class sizel3, different
subjects including foreign language study 14,and educational level ( high school15,
undergraduatel6,graduatel7,vocational and adult educationI8).
Current reports from the distance and distributed learning community indicate that, as in the past,
there continues to be substantial evidence to support high learning and retention rates among
distance learning populations. However, more recent findings indicate that students in distance
learning environments while learning effectively, often experience a senseof disconnection or
lack of community with their classmates.Ways in which to reduce or ameliorate these feelings
are being investigated from many different perspectives. Cook from Kent State University
recognizes the possibility of a technology-inspired community without geography, but warns of
the perils of failing to recognize the need for community among distance students and advocates
specific strategiesto meet theseneeds.19Childers and Berner from Penn State University report
feelings of isolation on the part of both studentsand instructors and although proposing different
specifics, also advocate fostering a senseof community. 20Lesniak and Hodes also from Penn
State University report researchon the importance of developing social relationships in the
classroom!1 Moore assertsthat there are inherently different patterns of communication peculiar
to distance learning!2 Muirhead from the University of Phoenix Online, discussesthe importance
of inter activity in the learning processand recognizes that this is especially true in distance
learning classes!3 Garrison, Anderson, and Archer from the University of Alberta, Edmonton
report that social presenceis an essential element in the learning process and greatly affects the
nature of the learning process especially in higher-order thinking!4 Dringus from Nova
SoutheasternUniversity in Florida calls for a shift in perspective on the part of distance learners
and advises them to learn to deal with feelings of isolation and singularity and to become
comfortable with interpersonal distance. At the sametime she recognizes the need for distance
programs to create special activities to foster interactivity. 25
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Judith Weedman of San Jose State University finds informal social interaction an important
component of intellectual work and explores electronic conferencesas media for developing a
senseof community in distance learning
environments. 26Although exploring different aspectsof community, these authors as well as
many others appearto recognize a basic need for personal interaction as a part of the learning
process and strongly advocate methods to foster a senseof community for both instructors and
students in distance learning environments.
Being actively involved in distance and distributed education for the past six years, the School of
Information Studies at Florida State University is dedicatedto
providing a quality learning experience for distance students,ensuring optimal experiences in
terms of both intellectual content and social community. As such it seemed important to
investigate and compare student participation in distance and face-to-face environments with
particular attention paid to differences in social interaction. On two occasions ( Summer 1998
and Spring 2000) distance and face-to-face versions of the samecourse were offered
simultaneously using the samecourse material. Analyzing studentperformance these two
separatesemesterpairs provided an opportunity to investigate and compare aspectsof academic
achievement, class participation, and community building within these populations.

THE STUDY
During the summer of 1998 and spring of2000, two sections ofLIS5780, Electronic Information
Sources,were offered using the samematerials and the samemethods of evaluation. In both
semestersone class was held in a traditional classroom environment and the other in a web-based
asynchronousenvironment. This presentedan opportunity to evaluate students in the two
environments. Although many studies have reported no significant difference in the outcome
measuresof distance and classroomstudents,we collected data on weekly exercise grades, as
well as final and midterm exam gradesto verify this. Becausewe were particularly interested in
examining evidence of student involvement in the two environments, we also collected data on
the number and type of active questions or voiced participation by students in both groups.
Demographic information sheetscompleted by students at the beginning of each course and
course evaluation forms submitted at the end of the term provide basic information about the
population of eachclass as well as their evaluations of the learning experience. Data from these
various instruments were analyzed to identify any differences betweenthe two environments,
where they occurred and the extent of the difference.

METHODOLOGY
Two courses in electronic information sourceswere offered in both distance and face-to-face
environments during the summer of 1998 and spring of 2000. Assignments were identical for
both environments as were the textbook and other reading materials. In summer 1998, two
faculty members taught in both classesto minimize the possible in~uence of different t~aching
styles; in spring 2000, both environments were taught by the sameInstructor. The on-sIte class
met twice a week during which class lectures were given accompaniedby PowerPoint slides;

searching techniques were demonstratedonline, and collaborative classroom activities were
assigned. These activities were accompanied by questions and discussion of material being
introduced or reviewed -the usual classroomscenario. The distance class was presented.with
identical materials, but the PowerPoint slides were posted on the course website along with Real
Audio explanations for each slide presentation. Screencapturesof a few of the more difficult
online techniques were available as well as hints and explanations for the required exercises. In
summer 1998, the class held threaded discussionssessionswith the instructor two times a week;
in spring 2000 the class "met" one night a week for an extended period. Collaborative activities
were held during the regular discussion sessions.Students in the traditional classestook exams
and completed exercises in paper format. Members of the web-basedclassessubmitted exercises
and examinations electronically. All gradedmaterials were collected for each class. Brief
biographies were requested from both on-site and distance students as were final course
evaluations. All the discussion sessionsheld by the distance class were archived and transferred
to a databasefor analysis. Questions asked by on-site class members were recorded during the
class periods by graduate students who noted the date and the question, but not the identity of the
requestor. These were collected and analyzed.

RESULTS
Demographics
The two web-based classesconsisted of 41 females and 8 males (49 students). Of these, 48
(98%) stated they had considerable experience with computers and all said they were familiar
with searching on the Internet. Thirty-three (67%) stated at least part of their work experience
included libraries of some type. Other work experience included business, newspapers,editing,
nursing, music, academic administration, scienceresearch,publishing, accounting and fmance,
teaching, advertising, paralegal, probation/parole officer, and retail sales. Six (12%) held masters
degreesin other fields. All these studentswere enrolled part-time and most had full-time jobs or
careers.Thirty-nine (80%) in these web classesindicated they were taking the class for career
enhancementor in anticipation of a careerchange.Others mentioned specific skills they hoped to
acquire or enhance.
In the face-to-face classesthere were 30 students,23 females and 7 males. Twenty-five (83%)
indicated they were very familiar with computers and again all said they were familiar with
Internet searching. Of the students in these classes,23 (77%) said that previous work experience
included library work. Other work experienceincluded teaching, the military, retail management,
and computer technology. Twenty-four (80%) of this group were full time students, although
several had part-time jobs to support themselves.Approximately half of these students indicated
career enhancementor careerchange as a reasonfor enrolling in this course.

GradedAssignments

On the graded assignments(nine exercises), very little difference was observed betwe~nthe faceto-face and web-based groups. The averagegrade for the web classeswas 4.56 of 5 WIth a
standard deviation of .272. For the on-site classes,interestingly, the average was exactly the same
,4.56 of 5, but with a standard deviation of .237. The mid-term gradeswere similar with an
averageof 88.81 for the web classesand 86.55 for the on-site cl~ss. The final exam grade

averages,were 87.99 for the web classesand 90.94 for the on-site classes;the final grade
averageswere 89.75 for the web classesand 90.17 for the on-site classes.As might be expected,
none of these was statistically significant at .05. The scoresare shown in Table 1. Standard
Deviations are shown in parenthesis.

Web Classes
On-Site
Classes

Table 1
Graded Exercise Averages by Class Type
None is statistical1 si 'ficant at .05
Workbook
Mid -Term Final Exam
Final Grade
Exercises
Exam
4.56
88.81
9
89.75
(.272)
(5.22)
4.56
86.55
90.9
(.237)
(6.44)
(4.00

QuestionEvaluation
Examination of the questions asked by the members of both classes,revealed four basic
categories: Content, Logistics, Technical, and Evaluation. We defined the four categories as
follows. Content questions requestedinformation about course substanceand included queries
about Boolean logic, searching using suffixes and prefixes, searchingterms with punctuation, as
well as about specific commands such as rank and map. Logistics questions ranged from "Are we
to read straight through the textbook chapters?" to "I'd like to know who I share a password
with[sic]?" Technical questions requestedsolutions to network, vendor, and computer problems.
Evaluation questions were not really queries at all, but were comments both negative and positive
about the course and its procedures.
Recording, classifying, and analyzing queries from both web classesproduced the following
results. For the web classes,we obtained 2852 total queries Of these 298 (10%) were technical,
1073 (38%) were logistical questions, 576 (20%) were content questions, and 112 (3.9%) were
evaluative. This still left 793 (28%) records that representedpure conversation or commentary
among the members oft,he web classes.None of these records had substancethat reflected
content, logistical, technical queries, or even evaluative comments. They tended to be "At last we
meet again... perhaps for the last semester!" and "Hey there! I'm hoping its the last...but it looks
like the best!" Basically they reflected conversation among classmates.Both web-based classes
demonstratedthe same proclivity for conversation (35% in one class, 25% in the other)
For the on-site class, 443 questions were recorded Of these,285 (64.3%)were content questions,
138 (31.1%) were logistical questions, and 19 (14.28%) were technical questions. Just one
evaluative comment was recorded. Question categories for each group are shown in Table 2.

,

Table 2
Question Categories by Class Type

Web
Classes
On-Site
Class

Technical
298
(10%)
19
(4.29%)

Logistics
1073
(38%)
138
(31.2%)

Content
576
(20%)
285
(64.3%)

Eval'tn
112
(3.9%)
1
(.2%)

Conversation
793
(28%)
0

Totals
2852
(99.9%)
443
(99.9%)

There are noticeable differences betweenthe two class groups: logistical questions represent
roughly 30% and 40% respectively; there is certainly a difference between evaluation comments;
the number of content questions is dramatically higher for the on-site class, 64.3% and 20%
respectively, and logically there are fewer technical questions posed by the on-site classes.The
most interesting observation however, is the extensive amount of time spent in conversation in
the web-based classes. At 28% in the web-basedclassesit is their second largest question
category.
Examining the types of questions (rather than just the numbers and their categories) asked by the
two classesillustrates an interesting phenomenon.Questions posed by the web class seemlonger,
more detailed, and to some extent more expressiveof individual personalities, whereas questions
from the on-site class are short, specific, and seemingly more spontaneous.Web class questions
were often similar to the following. " I am a bit stumped by Venn diagrams. In theory I am o.k.
but when faced with a blank page, they turn into pancakes--I have seenthe class twice and
looked at the text; it's the complex statementsthat throw me."; Or "After several tries.. .for the
article...I cannot get a hit. This is the most frustrating experience...The worst part is that what I
am doing makes logical senseto me, but is not working which leaves me drawing a blank. ?" Onsite questions resembled " How do you know if a phrase is a bound phrase aheadof time?",
"Should there be parenthesesaround computer?" To some extent these examples reflect
differences between questions typed into a discussion group and those asked spontaneouslyin a
classroom setting, but it does seemthat web-basedstudentsare expressing more of themselves
through their questions and that even this formalized exchangestructure servesas a channel for
something more than seeking simple answers.The large number of conversational entries would
seemto indicate something similar as well.
Course Evaluations
Course evaluation forms for the web-basedclassesincluded questions about easeof navigation,
clarity of instructions, usefulnessof workbook hints, PowerPoint slides, RealAudio voice
explanations, and screencaptures; about group discussion sessions,course submission forms,
and the availability of the instructor. Studentswere asked to respond to the questions by choosing
from a 5 point scale. The form also asked for comments about these questions as well as about
the best and least liked aspectsof the course. Studentswere asked to rate their progress in the
course and the degree to which the material has beenunderstood. Although the responserate
from the web class was low (32%), examination of these responsesindicated that the Web
experience had been a successfulone for most students.All questions except for two had
~
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rankings of 4 or 5. Students ranked their progress as either exceedingly satisfactory or mostly
satisfactory; and ranked their understanding of the course materials as either very good or
somewhat good. Comments were largely positive and included enthusiastic responses to the
value of learning a specific skill, appreciation of fast turn-around time for exam and exercise
grades, PowerPoint with RealAudio overlay, and submission of assignments via the Web.
Negatives included the text books, screen capture inflexibility, and the course length of the short
summer term.
Course evaluations for the on-site classes also asked for responses to be ranked on a 5 point
scale. However, because of the different class environments, wording was changed slightly and a
few questions omitted that referred specifically to the web format. As in the web class, the onsite group gave most of the questions the highest two rankings. Here, however, in two instances,
the ranks were at 1 (lowest possible rank) and accompanied by comments regarding the speed at
which lectures were given and the lack of time for discussion. All respondents indicated their
progress was either exceedingly satisfactory or mostly satisfactory and their understanding of
course materials as either very good or somewhat good. Comments from this group were also
largely positive with negative responses to workbook organization, speed of lectures, and short
course term. Positive comments were made about the course content, the instructor's patience,
and the opportunity for hands-on practical experience learning a marketable skill. In general,
course evaluations for the two courses were largely positive, although students in both groups
from the summer session remarked on the limitation of an eight-week term. It does appear,
however, that the web class had an advantage by being able to view and listen to the PowerPoint
lectures in an asynchronous mode rather than trying to assimilate the material during a single
class period. One student even expressed a wish to have access to the web slides as the distance
students do!
CONCLUSIONS

DemograQhics

The demographic profile of the web classes is different from that of the on-site classes although
consistent with those of many distance learning populations. This group of distance students was
career oriented, experienced in the job market, and making a considerable effort of time and
money to gain a higher level of education. All were part-time students and since many have jobs
and/or families, enrollment in a class represents a serious commitment to learning. The on-site
students although possessing some work experience expressed less interest in career building and
more in specific course-related goals. Class grades demonstrate that outcome measures were not
significantly different for the two groups; however, their approaches to the course and to the
program appear to be somewhat different.
Graded Exercises
As might ha~e been predicted from many experiences with distance learning formats over the
years, graded exercises from both groups were remarkable similar with variations of only a few
tenths of a point and no statistical differences. This was also true for the midterm examination.
As has been mentioned, this is consistent with other studies of learning and retention of material
by students in a variety of distance learning
formats.

QuestionEvaluation
As we look more closely at the interactions and types of questions asked, it appearsthat the class
environment does make a difference to the way in which students expressthemselves. First,
many of the questions asked by the class of asynchronouslearners revealed much more of their
individual personalities as well as indicating a depth of previous thought and study not seen in
the classroom. Second, the distance learners used the threaded discussion sessionsfor far more
than clarifying concepts and asking questions. Almost a third of their electronic interaction
consisted of purely conversational comments. Unlike traditional classroom formats which tend to
limit the number of extraneous comments from participants, distance learning students seemedto
feel no such limitation and used the scheduled discussion format to initiate and explore
relationships with others in their class. Second,the difference in the number of content questions
asked by the two groups is puzzling especially since the distance groups did exhibit much more
depth in the questions they did ask. One explanation may be that in a classroom, as material is
being presented,there is opportunity to ask for clarification of small points at the moment. In a
distance situation, since the discussionsare held only once or twice eachweek, many of the
studentshave already investigated and answeredinitial questions about the presentations and
assignmentsthemselves. Looking more closely at the lists of queries from each group appearsto
confirm this. Many of the classroom content queries were short and directed specifically at
comments just made by the professor. Queries from the distance learners were longer, more
elaborate, and reflected some previous investigation of the topic by the student. If our intuitive
senseis correct and distance studentsdo assumemore responsibility for their learning and are
more actively involved, it may be shown not in the number of questions nor in the topics
addressed,but rather in the nature of questions.

CourseEvaluation
The course evaluations were largely positive for both groups with very little difference between
the two. Both groups indicated they had learned the material and were satisfied with their
progress. The major differences appearto be related to frustration with the speedof lectures in
the on-site course and trying to assimilate material while taking notes, a problem not experienced
by students learning in asynchronousmode. Since this particular course requires that
considerable information be covered before studentscan complete the assignedexercises,there is
pressureto keep the class moving along. Both groups enrolled in the summer sessionfelt strongly
that an eight-week term was not the most appropriate time period for this class.

DISCUSSION
Our investigation of the types of questions asked by the two class formats led to the observation
that there were not only different types of questions asked, but different types of communication
taking place within the two class groups. We found evidence for decided differences in the two
environments especially in the types of interaction taking place in the classroom situation.
Several factors appearto have contributed to the differences. First, the distance learning group
had free accessto the slides and lectures and so could watch them as many times as they wished.
Students indicated they had watched some lectures three or four times. With an instructor not
immediately available to respond to questions about the material, it seemsthat these students

were able to assumeresponsibility for answering their own basic questions, saving the puzzling
ones for the discussion sessions. The on-site class had single exposuresto the lectures in most
casesand used the time with the professor to clarify points largely specific to the material being
discussed--having had little time to absorbthe material before class time. Course evaluations
from this group indicated some frustration with this mode of delivery.
Second, it is possible that the considerable amount of free interchange among distance students
was not only an important part of their connection to the group, but also reflected the relative
anonymity of the web culture. Students reluctant to participate in discussions in an open
classroom, may feel less intimidated by an electronic medium in which socio-demographic
differences are less apparent. Whereas the classroom may be more inhibiting to free
conversation, the presenceof studentson-site does encouragestudent interaction between class
times: mutual help sessions,social contacts, and other studentactivities. It is interesting to note
that in these investigations, distance learning students with little structure to support a social
community, created one for themselves by usurping a large portion of the discussion sessionsfor
informal conversation and by including personal notes and comments in their subject-related
questions.
How many of these observations can be generalizedto the larger population of distance learners,
remains to be seenespecially since student face-to-face communication varies in different course
delivery formats. For the web-basedcourse formats, however, it does appear that as indicated by
the literature, students do feel a need for a learning community and will find ways to
communicate and connect with their classes,even if these meanshave not been formally
provided by the class structure.
From our investigation, it appearsthat there are basic forces at work within a distance education
environment that are indeed different from those operating within on-site or face-to-face classes.
Although recorded outcomes indicate few differences in the end product, the processesare
decidedly different. For those of us engagedin offering distance learning programs, the message
seemsclear. Social communities are integral to an effective learning process for most students. If
we are interested in providing a quality distance learning experience, we must include
environments that fosters the necessarysocial community components.
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